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Production ready Data Scientists
sci•it refers production ready Data Scientists und Geospatial Analysts with a
scienti c background and knowledge to companies.

Scientists to Information Technologies
Scientists with a solid quantitative education have strong and veri able analytic
skills, a high capacity of abstract thinking and extensive experience in data
analysis.
sci•it is a program developed by indblik that helps highly quali ed scientists to
acquire the additional technical skills they need to deploy their analytical skills
productively in a corporate environment. sci·it prepares them for the processes,
requirements and objectives within companies.

About indblik
Of all the paths you take, make sure a
few of them are data driven.
We are data scientists, software
developers and project managers. We
run data analyses, create visualizations,
tell data stories and develop data
products. We are specialized in
spatiotemporal analyses and
geoanalytics.
Most of us have worked in science for
a longer period before transitioning to
the private sector and are successfully
implementing data projects and
services for the past years. We thus
know both contexts very well: Science
and the private sector.

Recruiting with sci•it — minimize your risk, foster quality

We minimize your personnel risk. sci·it data scientists and geospatial analysts
dispose of a broad skill set, which depends on their specialization. They pass
the following phases before starting at your company:

Phase 1: Selection of candidates by sci•it
Phase 2 (up to 6 months): On-the-job-training at indblik
Phase 3 (up to 12 months): Assignment in your company while indblik
provides technical consultancy and coaching for the data scientists
(labour leasing by indblik or via our partner personnel service
provider).
After phase 3 you have the possibility to employ the data scientist(s) in your
company.
In case you require candidates to have special skills, feel free to talk to us, so
we can tailor our training to meet your requirements.

sci∙it Team Service
For small enterprises, startups or ongoing data projects in a corporate
enterprise we assemble a whole Data Science team with the possibility to
keep employing single team members or the whole team in your company.
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More information on indblik.io/sciit
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Questions?

sciit@indblik.io

https://indblik.io/sciit

